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This paper documents the initial stages in the design of a Chronology Markup
Language (ChronML), developed on the basis of Extensible Markup Language
specifications for a Document Type Definition (DTD).  A survey of existing
chronologies on the World Wide Web establishes the need for a generalized
and flexible application for timeline-based applications.  An analysis of
requirements for this type of application provides the derivation for a set of
heuristics to consult during further development and implementation.
Enumeration of these heuristics uncovers the problems posed by each, and in
response, the ChronML DTD provides solutions.  The Appendices present the
DTD, the data dictionary, elaborating on the DTD in detail, and sample markup,
demonstrating one possible implementation.
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Foreword
This document observes the following conventions:
monospaced bold font is used to represent names of xml elements from the
ChronML DTD.
monospaced font is used to represent names of attributes for xml elements
from the ChronML DTD.
monospaced italics   font is used to represent possible values for attributes
in  the ChronML DTD.
Part I.  Introducing the Chronology Markup Language (ChronML) Project
From a human point of view, time is all-powerful.  Poets and songwriters
compare its inexorable flow to that of a river, but the conceit is a metaphor at
best.  Our engineers can reverse, or at least impede, the flow of a river.  Despite
the claims of wrinkle-cream manufacturers and the speculations of science-
fiction writers, we cannot do the same with time.  Thus, we try to focus on the
truths that endure across time.  "The fundamental things apply," we assert, as it
goes by.
Human beings measure everything we know about, and time is no
exception.  Chronological measurements can designate any point or interval in
time with numerical quantifiers, to a virtually infinitesimal degree of precision.
This powerful tool goes hand-in-hand with a reductionist tendency to represent
the passage of time as a series of discrete events, rather than as a continuous
stream.  This last quality of the human mind makes the chronology possible.
This project grew from personal experimentation with chronologies as a
way to consolidate historical information from disparate sources.  The result is
an original work, whose primary purpose is to establish the foundation for a
generalized and flexible computing application for representing chronologies.
This paper, therefore, highlights the need for such an application, describes its
requirements, and proposes a solution.
2First, the need for a chronology application becomes apparent with a brief
and informal survey of some hypertext chronologies currently accessible on the
Internet and World Wide Web (WWW).  Next, the requirements of a chronology
application are posed as a series of heuristics, or guidelines for further
development.  An analysis of each heuristic in turn suggests objectives and
possible solutions in the specific architecture of the application, which comprises
the solution, or proposed foundation.  That foundation takes the form of the
Chronology Markup Language (ChronML), an Extensible Markup Language
(XML) Document Type Definition (DTD), and an accompanying data dictionary
for the ChronML.  Finally, this paper concludes with a small sample project in the
form of a brief historical chronology.  The subject matter of the chronology is the
historical “meet-and-mingle” of Asian and European societies, as occasioned by
naval expeditions during the Sixteenth Century, CE.
3Part II.  Sample Chronology Projects on the World Wide Web
A survey of a small sample of chronology projects currently available on
the WWW can provide guidance in establishing the foundation for a generalized
chronology application.  The survey will bring to light the organizing principles
and motivations that make the information in the various applications available to
the observer.  Patterns observed in this kind of survey can serve as reference
points for future development.
In general, the organization of any hypertext chronology follows some
variation on a single principle, encapsulated with the term “date-event-
extension,” or in a simplified case, “date-event.”  Some kind of date heading
denotes a brief text description or label for an event.  In some cases, the author
extends the description of an event by providing hyperlinks to extended
discussions or outside resources concerning a key personage or concept in the
text.  This organizational scheme highlights both the simplicity of the chronology
concept, and the extensive possibilities offered it by hypertext and the WWW.
The motivations for the projects in the present survey tend to occur in
some combination of three classes.  The hobbyist’s project is the work of an
individual or small group, motivated by interest and knowledge in a subject.  The
academic
4project is one put together by a school, a class or a private educational
organization, in the interest of producing a scholarly work or an educational
resource.  Finally, the organizational chronology is produced by some
organization, such as a business or government agency, for the purpose of
documenting its own history, or the history of its central field of pursuit.  In the
survey that follows, examples of all three types become evident.
A Timeline of the Counter-Culture is “a timeline of significant events for
baby boomers, bohemians, beatnicks (sic), and hippies, focusing especially on
the sixties.”  This chronology is, in a sense, a relic, served up by the pre-HTTP
protocol known as gopher.  The author’s name is not evident, and the work
appears not to have been updated since 1993.  Nevertheless, this chronology is
an example of the instinct that drives the ChronML project, a desire to use the
Internet as a publication medium for chronologies.  Being a gopher application,
its pages are basic text, with no hyperlinks, but the organizing principle is a
model of the simplicity previously mentioned.  Events are listed under year-by-
year headings.  Some bear specific month/day or seasonal headings; uncertain
or approximate dates might appear in place, but labeled with “when?”.  With no
hyperlinks extending the text, the structure takes the form of “date-event.”  Both
the dating and writing style are very informal and elliptical, and have the
inconsistency of a work-in-progress, which is just what the author declares it in
the introductory notes.  The motivation behind this chronology is pure hobbyist
(Counter-Culture).
5Another hobbyist project is the Up To Date Known Space Chronology.
The author, Marc Carlson, has compiled a timeline from the aggregate works of
the science fiction writer Larry Niven.  Niven’s various novels and stories
generally take place in an identifiable milieu called “Known Space,” based on
our own solar system and extended for fictional effect, and this chronology has
the result of flattening out the events of the narratives from this milieu into a
single line.  Again, the organizing principle is “date-event.”  A “c”, presumably for
“circa,” precedes approximate dates.  Each event concludes with a reference to
its Niven source (Carlson).
Hobbes' Internet Timeline  is an “Internet timeline highlighting some of the
key events and technologies which helped shape the Internet as we know it
today.”  Its primary motivation is apparently academic, since the author, Robert
H'obbes' Zakon, states that he compiled it for Internet courses he taught in the
early 1990s.  However, Hobbes continues to update the chronology with recent
Internet-related events, and it has the personal touch of a hobbyist project.  The
organizing structure is “date-event-extension.”  Each event appears as a new
paragraph under a year heading; there is generally no detail provided as to
month or date, except in occasional references within the text.  Extensions
consist of links to exterior resources; for example, an event referring to the
Melissa virus links the name of the virus to its advisory page on Carnegie-
Mellon’s Computer Emergency Response Team.  The chronology comprises a
single WWW page, richly supplemented with charts and tabular information
documenting the growth of Internet use over time.  (Hobbes)
6The History Place is a “private, independent, Internet-only publication . . .
not affiliated with any political group or organization.”  It presents “a fact based,
common sense approach in the presentation of the history of humanity, prepared
by knowledgeable writers and historians”.  This site is really a collection of
various chronologies concerned with topics in United States history.
Organization is consistent from topic to topic:  a year heading precedes a
paragraph that summarizes the events of that year.  Generally, each event is
afforded a single sentence, which usually includes a reference to the month in
which the event occurs.  Again, the structure is “date-event-extension,” but in
this case, the extensions consist of links to on-site materials.  For example, an
event that includes a reference to the Magna Cart  links to a GIF image and
plain-text translation of that document. The site’s dedication, “to students,
educators and all who enjoy history,” reflects its educational motivation, and its
numerous awards reflect the success of its sophisticated approach (History
Place).
An example of an organizationally-motivated chronology is the NASA
Timeline.  This site is also a collection of chronologies, which document the
history of space exploration, and the role the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA) has played in it.  In this case, the timelines take on
different organizational structures according to individual focus (NASA).
One family of the NASA chronologies comprises three different topic
headings:  “Early NASA Aeronautics and Astronautics Chronology (Pre-Apollo)”,
“NASA Aeronautics and Astronautics Chronology,” and Special Chronologies.”
7These timelines organize events under year-by-year headings, and each event
consists of an italicized month and date label followed by a text description; for
example, under the heading for 1915, appears the following: “April 16: Navy AB-
2 flying boat successfully catapulted from a barge, Lt. P. N. Bellinger as pilot.”
Dates approximated to month take the form of “During <month name>” and
unknown dates are preceded with three dashes (“---“).  The structure here is
“date-event,” since there are no links to extending resources, and each page
begins with a reference to the single source work for the whole family of
timelines, a monograph chronology of space exploration (NASA).
The NASA site also features a number of timelines chronicling successive
space missions.  These timelines have the structure “date-event-extension.”
Again, year-by-year headers organize events, and here, each event represents
a mission.  Each mission begins with a small icon of the flag of the country of
origin, followed by a launch date in the format <day month year>, the name of
the mission, and its intent.  The name of each mission links to a descriptive entry
for that mission from the NASA database.  Thus, the first entry, under the year
heading for 1957, has a Soviet flag icon, followed by this text: “Sputnik 1 - 4
October 1957 - Earth Orbiter.”  The phrase “Sputnik I” is a hyperlink to a detailed
mission description (NASA).
Finally, some of the chronologies on the NASA site have dating formats
unique to the subject matter.  For example, one feature is entitled “Detailed
Chronology of Events Surrounding the Apollo 13 Accident.”  Prefatory comments
set the base time for the chronology:
8Events from 2.5 minutes before the accident to about 5 minutes
after. Times given are in Ground Elapsed Time (G.E.T.), that is, the
time elapsed since liftoff of Apollo 13 on April 11, 1970, at 2:13 PM
Eastern Standard Time (EST). 55:52:00 G.E.T. is equal to 10:05
PM EST on April 13, 1970.
Each event then begins with a G.E.T. stamp followed by descriptive text, e.g.,
“55:53:18 - Oxygen tank No. 1 fans on.”  Note that the level of precision is in
seconds.  The structure is “date-event,” since there are no extensions of events.
A similar configuration occurs in the timeline entitled “STS-51L/Challenger Voice
Transmission Transcript,” which uses the familiar time notation of T- and T+,
where T represents the moment of takeoff (NASA).
One final WWW chronology project is The WebChronology Project
(WebChron).  WebChron, “a program of the History Department at North Park
University, is a series of hyperlinked chronologies developed by the instructors
and historical articles prepared by students intended for use in history classes.”
Again, a number of chronologies come organized under the aegis of a single
project.  The various chronologies follow the “date-event-extension” format, with
some extensions linking to on-site synopses of personages or other central
concepts, and others to resources from other WWW sites.  Entries in the various
chronologies often link to other chronologies, creating a hierarchical
organizational scheme that adds complexity to the overall structure.  The
motivation behind this site is purely educational, and the collaboration among
9students and instructors demonstrates the efficacy of the chronology as an
academic tool (Koeller).
The various features of the six sites surveyed here lead to certain
conclusions regarding the principles behind a generalized chronology format.
One principle very much in evidence is the need for a flexible scheme for setting
dates and times.  Different chronologies treating different subjects will have their
own requirements for date and time, such as the NASA chronology that details
the Apollo 13 accident from an arbitrary base time, and at a precision of
seconds. Also evident is the use of references and citations to document
informational sources.  Another important principle is the use of hyperlinks to
extend an event entry, either to on-site or off-site resources. Additionally, the
authors of these chronologies use these extensions to create central node points
for descriptive information about key personages or concepts, creating a kind of
index that might play a larger role in the overall organization.  Finally, the sites
make use of a hierarchical structuring of chronologies, with the nesting of
timelines inside timelines to create an effect of varying granularity.  All of these
features appear to some degree or another in the surveyed chronologies, and
each of them will prove important to the foundation of a generalized chronology
application.
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Part III.  ChronML:  Toward a Flexible and Generalized Chronology Markup
Language
The chronology sites surveyed in Part II of this paper stand as evidence
of the adaptability of the chronology format to the WWW.  Recent years have
seen a proliferation of hypertext on the WWW, as well as advances in
techniques for  the dynamic generation of hypertext, such as the use of
relational databases, and the emergence of XML.  One might expect to find a
general application of these advances to the optimization of timelines or
chronologies on the WWW.  However, the brief survey of Part II suggests
otherwise.  This observation does not imply a deficiency, for the projects cited in
Part II have many merits, but rather indicates that the authors have seen the
possibilities, and taken some, but not full, advantage.
To get at the possibilities, then, this section begins broadly.  A  broad
definition of the chronology might describe it as a telling or recounting of events
in more or less the order of their occurrence.  The "more or less" qualifier
indicates that convention grants the teller some liberty in backtracking or
forecasting while telling, since, in general, while events may occur in
succession, they do not necessarily influence one another in succession.  Thus,
a definition of chronology indicates that rigidity of format will not be adequate for
the purposes of most implementations.
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Nevertheless, while the teller may take some liberty, there remains, after
all, a telling, which implies a top-level container enclosing a sequence of event
descriptions, and that container becomes synonymous with the chronology.  In
this case, the container will be a computing application, and the result should be
a chronology possessing functionality beyond that afforded by traditional
containers, such as books, or films (though not, perhaps, the live telling).
Hereafter the application of this extended chronology format shall be referred to
as a "chronology application."
The primary benefit of a chronology application should be to impart the
virtues of generality and flexibility on its implementations.  Generality implies that
the rules and structures form the basis of an implementation independently of
subject matter.  Flexibility implies in turn that the application can adapt to the
particular requirements of the subject matter at hand, or the individual style of
whoever presents the events.  The result of generality is that the underlying
rules hold true for any application; the result of flexibility is functionality.
Even though the Part II survey includes only a small sample of
chronologies, it nevertheless presents a heterogeneous collection of features.  A
certain pattern recurs in the dating scheme, namely the organization of groups of
events under year-by-year headings, each labeled with specific month-day tags;
at the same time, we see exceptions to this pattern, particularly in the special
NASA timelines that feature minute-by-minute and second-by-second chronicles
of important sequences within missions.  Clearly, a flexible chronology
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application would enable both standard usage, and special cases, as just
described.
In the chronologies surveyed, larger structural patterns also become
evident, characterized by the terms “date-event”, and “date-event-extension,”
and also by the nesting of chronologies within one another.  A generalized
application ought to provide a foundation for robust organizational structures
regardless of subject matter.  Authors also make use of extensions, for linking to
additional resources, and for centralizing descriptions of important persons and
concepts in the chronology.  A flexible application should allow universal
extension of materials, and also provide some sort of capability for indexing and
building synopses of critical informational nodes.  Likewise, it should possess a
system for documenting references and citations, as several of the sample
chronologies did.
Finally, a variety of motivations drive the production of the various
implementations, and certainly, a chronology application should be able to adapt
itself to these variants.  Hobbyist developers might want to enter events in
“quick-and-dirty” fashion, with little regard for documentation or hierarchical
complexity, but with exotic needs for multimedia extensions.  By contrast, an
academic or organizational author may require additional documenting features,
perhaps incorporating metadata such as the Dublin Core element set into all
published documents.
In short, the production of a truly generalized and flexible chronology
application would require the thoughtful development of all these possibilities.
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And more possibilities are likely to arise beyond these, as new implementations
uncover further requirements.  Instead of carving an application architecture into
proverbial stone, the process should begin with a set of guidelines for continued
development.  Establishing a few rules of thumb, or heuristics, early in the
process, will enable continued flexibility of development down the line.
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Part IV.  The Chronology Application:  Heuristics For Continued
Development
The previous section of this paper discussed the need for a truly flexible
and generalized markup language for chronologies.  Since the virtues of
generality and flexibility themselves seem somewhat theoretical, this section
considers what possible concrete qualities a truly general and flexible
chronology application might possess.  The designer or developer of such an
application must keep these qualities in mind while making any number of micro-
decisions in working through development to the completed application.  For that
reason, the scheme proposed here codifies these qualities into easily-recalled
heuristics.
In response to the requirements brought to light in the previous sections
of this paper, this section enumerates the following heuristics:  (1) “Any date,
any time,” which treats the area of flexible date assignment; (2) “Events contain
events,” which proposes a scheme for nesting chronologies within each other;
(3) “People will go (and on),” a discourse on the possibilities for extending the
materials in a chronology; (4) “Authority rules,” an architecture for documenting
sources; (5) “No one finds anything without guidance,” or guidelines for indexing
and summarizing key points of the work.  This section proposes some of the
15
contents of ChronML, by building into the DTD an attempt to resolve the
problems posed with each heuristic.
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This list is by no means exhaustive, for possibilities will surely uncover
themselves with further exploration and development.
1.  “Any date, any time” – Flexible date assignment
Table 1.1
Heuristic Any date, any time.
Objectives Provide for the following:  (a) infinitesimal degrees of precision in
dating or timestamping events; (b) options of using single dates or
times, or a range of dates or times, or alternative dates and times;
(c) indication of varying degrees of confidence of belief in
accuracy of dates or times; (d) possible alternative dates.
Solution Create a daterange  element that may in turn contain either one
date , or a range of dates.  Allow an event to have a list of
alternative daterange elements. Define date  as having
attributes that reflect the degrees of precision and confidence in
the assignment of date values.
One of the most important aspects of the chronology application is its
representation of dates and times.  Different types of events might require
different degrees of precision with respect to assignments of date and time.  The
author of an event entry should be able use either a single date or a range of
them to represent an event, and also to give alternative dates for an event.
Additionally, the application should be able to indicate varying degrees of
knowledge and belief in the accuracy of dates and times.  The chronology
application should furthermore have the flexibility to accommodate all of these
requirements in various combinations.
As an example of the need for precision in dating, consider the author
who wishes to document the physical events that took place during the first
controlled nuclear chain reaction in Enrico Fermi's "atomic pile" at the University
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of Chicago, on December 2, 1942.  The author would need to place each atomic
event on that date, further narrowing each down to a microsecond scale.  In the
ChronML, the date  element indicates its values in a series of attributes: year ,
month, day, and time .  The value for the time  can be any infinitesimally
precise timestamp.
An author might also most accurately represent an event as occurring
across a range of dates.  Therefore, ChronML provides the daterange  element
as a wrapper for generalizing date  elements.  The date  element features the
attribute arc , which has 3 possible values, date  (the default), begin , and end,
and daterange  might contain either one or two dates.  To indicate that an
event occurs on a single date, the author would supply only a single date
element, and need not supply a value for arc , since date  is the default value.
To indicate a range of dates, the author would supply two dates, one with arc
set to begin , and the other to end.  Furthermore, to represent alternative dates
for an event, the author may employ multiple daterange  elements.
Finally, an author may express degree of confidence in the accuracy of a
date  with the use of the belief attribute.  The 3 possible values are
established  (the default), questioned  (e.g., 1600?), and approximate
(e.g., circa 1600).  Also, a range of dates with either an uncertain beginning or
end could be represented by including only one date , with either a begin  or
end arc.  It would be up to the client or greater application software to recognize
this convention and represent it in accordance with these rules or guidelines, for
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example:  ?-1600, or 1600-?.   At last, the author may also indicate that a date
falls continuously on the present time by setting the value of the setting
attribute to present .
2.  “Events contain events” – Granularity and event nesting
Table 1.2
Heuristic Events contain events.
Objectives Provide for nested event structures.
Solution Provide the eventlistref  element and its id  attribute to take
the place of an event  element.
The chronology application, loosely defined, is a top-level container for a
sequence of discrete events, but any attempt to define the event is a more
elusive goal.  Different chronologies and different authors might have varying
requirements, and so the foundation for representing discrete events might
change from implementation to implementation.  However, the chronology can
provide an appropriate measure of flexibility with the capability for nesting a
sequence of events in place of a single event.  For instance, in certain cases the
author of a chronology may wish to place a composite of events at the same
level of importance as a single event, a requirement we saw in effect in our initial
survey.  This solution provides the essential quality of granularity in structuring a
chronology.
By putting an eventlistref  element in place of an event , the author
can effectively nest complex events in the chronology.  The eventlistref
element has an IDREF attribute id  that takes as a value the unique identifier of
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an eventlist .  Since chronology  can contain more than one eventlist , a
single file can include all the related eventlists  for a chronology.
3. “People will go (and on)” – Extensible event entries
 
 Table 1.3
 Heuristic  People will go on (and on).
 Objectives  Provide for virtually unlimited and universal extensibility of an
event entry.
 Solution  Create a complex event  element that reflects a variety of classes
of events.  Create an article  element that can contain or link to
heterogeneous resources.
 
 One of the essential aspects of human nature is the tendency of people to
go on at length on a given topic.   Pick a notion, any notion; someone
somewhere is an expert in it.  Try to imagine the most mundane strain of
minutiae you can, then look around; somewhere in the world is a highly-
developed tradition of documenting, analyzing, and archiving its A-to-Z.  The
chronology application should readily take advantage of the human intellect’s
universal scope.
 The aspect of ChronML invested with the most information is the event
element, which bears the task of setting out dates and descriptions for the
various constituents of the chronology.  Accordingly, event will prove to be the
most complex of all the elements in ChronML.  In particular, we should have the
ability to extend event  by subclassing it, and also to use the linking power of
XML applications to range in exterior resources.
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 By “subclassing” event , we simply refer to the ability to create various
kinds of events, each with its own types of data and behavior.  Behavior is the
provenance of a client application, and beyond the scope of ChronML itself, and
this paper.  Data, on the other hand, falls readily under the role of the markup
language, and event  reflects this requirement.  In particular, the event  element
features a class attribute that indicates what kind of event the author is
representing.  Currently, ChronML permits four possible values for class:  ba ic
(the default), birth , death , and role .   Time will expand this complement of
possibilities, as various implementations exert their various needs on the
framework.
 The definition of the event  element features other attributes that exist
primary for the purpose of extending the event ’s class .  For example, the
mode, domain, person , place  and title  attributes all serve when class  is
set to role .  The person  attribute takes as its value an IDREF to the glossary
entry identifier of the person who assumes the role indicated in the event;
obviously, person  could be useful to other classes as well.  The modeattribute
indicates what type of action causes person to assume the role, and currently
takes the values ascension , appointment , and election , though certainly
there are many more possibilites; title  is the label of the role; domain is the
label for the provenance over which the role extends; place  is the physical
location where the assumption of the role occurs.  These attributes work
together to form a kind of sentence skeleton, where person  is the subject of the
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sentence, mode the predicate, title  a descriptor of person , and domain and
place  are prepositional objects.  To demonstrate, consider the following
sample:
22
Table 1.3.1
 
 <event class="role" mode="ascension" domain="China"
title="Emperor" person="P-CHIA-0001">
 
 
 This event element might be expressed as the following sentence:  “Emperor
 Indeed, this sentence becomes a caption for the specified event.  A
basic   event  will probably use a different convention to derive its caption.  The
event  element can contain a text  element, the wrapper for a text description of
the event, and text can in turn contain a line  element; line  is the wrapper for
any text to be used explicitly as a caption for the event.  However, the attributes
of an event  element can implicitly store the content of an event caption, and
delegate the task of deriving that caption to a client program.  Thus, the event
element offers flexibility with respect to derivation of caption-lines, and again,
time and a variety of implementations should occasion the evolution of syntactic
and sentential possibilities in its attribute list.
 Additionally, the event  element can contain one or more article
elements.  Strictly defined, the article is a link to one or more exterior resources,
comprised perhaps of textual or multimedia materials.  ChronML also reserves
the capability, as yet undefined, to contain inline article types.  The article
element might expand to include the kind of text delimiters, such as paragraph
and list markers, or image tags, that would enable a chronology application to
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define various kinds of relevant materials inline.  In this way, the even  lement
might become universally extensible by heterogeneous materials.
 The event  element is the workhorse of ChronML,  and as such its
definition must be robust and extensible.  To attempt to define in advance all the
possible features that event  might require would prove a task for the foolhardy
or vain.  Given a solid and consistent framework of markup to support event
sequences, the potential for integrating new permutations of event  should be
extensive.
 
3. “Authority rules” – Documenting sources
Table 1.4
Heuristic Authority rules.
Objectives Allow for the documentation and citation of chronology sources.
Solution Create a referencelist  element that nests into chronology ,
and a reference  element to indicate individual references;
provide also a citation  element to link to reference s, and
which can appear within events, and possibly within other
elements as well.
Chronologies may take many forms, but in order to provide truly reliable
information, they must be able to take the form of a scholarly work, and
document the sources of information in a manner that is accessible to the user.
At a minimum, the author should be able to attach a citation to an individual
event, and possibly to other elements as well.  For example, the author may
have conflicting dates on a given event, and wish to document the sources of
each.
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Therefore, the chronology application must provide a system for
references and citations.  That system must be available to various aspects of
the application at varying degrees of granularity.  One possible solution is to
create a reference list component with indexed entries, and a citation node
format that links to the individual entries in the reference list.
ChronML provides a referencelist  element capable of containing
individual references.  The reference element contains the full text of a
reference, according to the style chosen by the author, e.g., MLA or APA.  A
citation  element is available for marking individual citations within the context
of the article  and daterange  elements, and might possibly be extended to
other elements.  A citation  will have a ref attribute that refers it to a
reference , and will contain the text to be used as the citation, e.g. an author
name and page number.  This system should make thorough and reliable
documentation of sources available to the author of the chronology.
5.   “No one finds anything without guidance” – Indexing the work
Table 1.5
Heuristic No one finds anything without guidance.
Objectives Provide access nodes for searches and indices of chronology
data.
Solution Create a glossary  element that nests into chronology .
Provide also an entry  element for denoting key informational
nodes from the chronology text.  Provide a system for referring to
the glossary entries from within the various elements of the
chronology.
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One of the advantages of a chronology is that it can demonstrate the
development of people or concepts, as they recur in subsequent events.  A truly
complex chronology is likely to do so for numerous people or concepts, and so
the application should provide some means for keeping track of these entities.
This type of system would have the effect of giving users the ability to search for
various entities, or to consult an index for a synoptic overview of an entity's
occurrences in the chronology.
The application should therefore provide some sort of system for
recognizing the vital entities in a chronology.  The system might also permit the
author to assign unique identifiers to people or places or concepts, then locate
these entities in a central location, which could possibly serve as an index, a
name authority file, and a glossary, among other functions.  This kind of system
would allow the author and the user to identify key entities in the chronology for
elaboration and study.
ChronML provides a glossary  element that serves as a central
repository for denoting vital informational nodes from the content of a
chronology.  The glossary contains e try  nodes that can have a class
attribute whose value might be person  or place , or some other type as
extended during further development.  The entry  can also contain a
description  element which in turn contains a glossary entry for that item.
Once an item has received a unique identifier in the glossary, the author can use
the person  or place  tags, with their referencing id  attributes, to denote a
glossary item within an event .
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Appendix I:  The ChronML Document Type Definition
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?>
 <!DOCTYPE chronology
 [
 <!-- chronology Markup Language DTD     -->
 <!-- Copyright 1999 by Will Sexton    -->
 <!-- All Rights Reserved.             -->
 <!--  ** ENTITIES ** -->
 <!-- * month entities, long form -->
         <!ENTITY jan   "January" >
         <!ENTITY feb   "February" >
         <!ENTITY mar   "March" >
         <!ENTITY apr   "April" >
         <!ENTITY may   "May" >
         <!ENTITY jun   "June" >
         <!ENTITY jul   "July" >
         <!ENTITY aug   "August" >
         <!ENTITY sep   "September" >
         <!ENTITY oct   "October" >
         <!ENTITY nov   "November" >
         <!ENTITY dec   "December" >
 <!-- * the document root -->
 <!ELEMENT chronology (head?,( eventlist*,glossary?,referencelist?))
 >
 <!ATTLIST chronology
                                    id ID #REQUIRED
>
 <!-- * metadata for the chronology -->
 <!ELEMENT head (title?,
                                 daterange*)
 >
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<!-- * generalized date markup -->
 <!ELEMENT daterange
                                         ( date+,citation*)
>
<!ELEMENT date (citation*)
>
 <!ATTLIST date
                 arc ( date | begin | end ) "date"
                 belief (established | questioned|approximate )
"established"
                 summary ( present ) "present"
 epoch ( CE | BCE ) "CE"
 year CDATA #IMPLIED
 month CDATA #IMPLIED
  day CDATA #IMPLIED
                 time CDATA #IMPLIED
 >
 <!-- * sequence of events to make up main body of chronology -->
 <!ELEMENT eventlist
                                     ( event+)
 >
 <!ATTLIST eventlist
                         id ID #REQUIRED
 >
 <!ELEMENT eventlistref EMPTY
 >
 <!ATTLIST eventlistref
                         id IDREF #REQUIRED
 >
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<!ELEMENT event ( eventlistref?,
                                 (text?,
                                 daterange*,
                                 article*,
                                 citation*))
 >
 <!ATTLIST event
                         class ( basic | role | death ) "basic"
                         mode ( ascension | appointment ) "ascension"
                         person IDREF #REQUIRED
                         domain IDREF #IMPLIED
       title CDATA #IMPLIED
                         place IDREF #IMPLIED
 >
 <!ELEMENT citation (#PCDATA)*
 >
 <!ATTLIST citation
                                   ref IDREF #REQUIRED
 >
 <!ELEMENT text (#PCDATA | line | person | place)*
 >
 <!ELEMENT line (#PCDATA | person | place)*
 >
 <!ELEMENT person (#PCDATA)*
 >
 <!ATTLIST person
                                   id IDREF #REQUIRED
 >
 <!ELEMENT place (#PCDATA)*
 >
 <!ATTLIST place
                                   id IDREF #REQUIRED
 >
 <!ELEMENT article (#PCDATA | person | place )*
 >
 <!ATTLIST article
                                   uri CDATA #IMPLIED
 >
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 <!ELEMENT glossary (entry)*
 >
 <!ELEMENT entry ( description )*
 >
 <!ATTLIST entry
                                   id ID #REQUIRED
                                   class ( person | place ) "person"
 >
<!ELEMENT name (#PCDATA)
>
 <!ELEMENT description (#PCDATA)
 >
 <!ELEMENT referencelist (reference)*
 >
 <!ELEMENT reference ( #PCDATA )*
 >
 <!ATTLIST reference
                                   id ID #REQUIRED
 >
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Appendix II:  The Chronology Markup Language Document Type Definition:
A Data Dictionary
An element entry in the data dictionary takes the following form:
Table 2.1
element
Meaning This field consists of a brief description of the concept or
information that element represents.
Content A natural language description follows of the element's content
model, as defined in the ChronML DTD.
Attributes att1 : The name of the attribute goes here
Meaning A brief description of the concept or information
that the attribute represents goes here
Values This field enumerates the possible values of the
attribute, either as a literal (v lue, character data,
or an entity).
Table 2.2
chronology
Meaning The chronology  element is the root element of any ChronML
document.  It serves as the top-level containing element for all
other elements.
Content No more than one head, and no more than one each of
eventlist , glossary , or referencelist
Attributes id
Meaning a unique identifier for the chronology generally
intended to consist of an abbreviation of the
chronology's title
Values Character data (required, unique).
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Table 2.3
head
Meaning The containing element for metadata associated with a
ChronML application.
Content One title  and one or more of daterange .  In addition, head
could expand to include elements from the Dublin Core
metadata set.
Attributes None.
Table 2.4
title
Meaning The title of the chronology.
Content Character data.
Attributes None.
Table 2.5
daterange
Meaning A wrapper element for indicating one date or range of dates, for
both the chronology, and its individual events.
Content Up to one citation , and one or more dates.
Attributes None.
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Table 2.6
date
Meaning The date of an event; one in a range of dates; one alternative
in a list of dates.
Content Zero or more citation s; otherwise empty.
Attributes arc
Meaning Indicates whether date  stands alone, or the
beginning or end of a range of dates.
Values date (default), begin , end
belief
Meaning Indicates the author’s degree of confidence in the
accuracy of a date.
Values established (default), questioned, approximate
summary
Meaning Conceptual value to stand in place of a numerical
date.
Values present (default)
epoch
Meaning The relationship of the date to the Common Era-
Before Common Era convention.
Values CE (default), BCE
year
Meaning The year of the date.
Values Character data.
month
Meaning The month of the date.
Values Character data.
day
Meaning The month of the date.
Values Character data.
time
Meaning The timestamp of the date.
Values Character data.
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Table 2.7
eventlist
Meaning The containing element for a sequence of events.
Content One or more of event .
Attributes id
Meaning
Values Character data (required, unique).
Table 2.8
event
Meaning A single discrete event in the chronology.
Content Zero or one of text , zero or more of daterange , citation ,
and article .
Attributes class
Meaning The type of event.
Values basic (default), role, death, birth
mode
Meaning Further elaboration on the type of event; all
present values are intended for use when class
is set to role .
Values ascension, election, appointment
person
Meaning A person associated with the action in the event.
Values Character data (reference to entry  id , can be
list)
domain
Meaning When class  is role , the physical location or
logical domain affected by title .
Values Character data.
title
Meaning When class  is role , the title assumed by
person .
Values Character data.
place
Meaning The physical location where the action of the event
takes place.
Values Character data (reference to entry  id )
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Table 2.9
eventlistref
Meaning A reference to eventlist , used in place of event .
Content Empty.
Attributes id
Meaning
Values Character data (required, reference to eventlist
id ).
Table 2.10
text
Meaning The description of an event.
Content Character data; one line ; any number of person  or place .
Attributes None.
Table 2.11
line
Meaning The caption line of an event.
Content Character data; any number of person  or place .
Attributes None.
Table 2.12
person
Meaning A person involved in the action of an event, or appearing in its
description.
Content Character data, the name of the person as it is to appear in its
current context.
Attributes id
Meaning
Values Character data (required, reference to en ry id ).
Table 2.13
place
Meaning A place involved in the action of an event, or appearing in its
description.
Content Character data, the name of the place as it is to appear in its
current context.
Attributes id
Meaning
Values Character data (required, reference to en ry id ).
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Table 2.14
article
Meaning A link to an informational source on an event.  May be
upgraded later to include various media formats.
Content Empty.
Attributes link
Meaning The physical location, probably a URI, of an
informative resource related to an event.
Values Character data (required).
Table 2.15
citation
Meaning A link to a reference in the reference list, along with a specific
citation.
Content Character data, the text of the citation as it is to appear in its
current context.
Attributes ref
Meaning Links to a reference  in referencelist .
Values Character data (required, refers to reference
id ).
Table 2.16
glossary
Meaning The top-level container for the indexing module of the
chronology application.
Content One or more of reference .
Attributes None.
Table 2.17
entry
Meaning A vital informational node in the chronology; an access point.
Content The full text of the item.
Attributes id
Meaning A unique identifier for the item.
Values Character data (required, unique).
Table 2.18
referencelist
Meaning The top-level containing element for a list of references to
sources for information in the chronology.
Content One or more reference s.
Attributes None.
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Table 2.19
reference
Meaning The full text of a reference to an information source; rendered
in style chosen by author.
Content The text of the reference.
Attributes id
Meaning A unique identifier for the reference.
Values Character data (required, unique).
Table 2.20
name
Meaning The label for an entry  in the glossary .
Content The full text of the label.
Attributes None.
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Appendix III:  “East Meets West, 1488-1600” – A Sample ChronML
Application
<chronology id="eastwest">
<head>
<title>East Meets West</TITLE>
<daterange>
<date arc="begin" epoch="CE" year="1488"/>
<date arc="end" epoch="CE" year="1600"/>
</daterange>
</head>
<eventlist>
<event class="basic">
<text><line><person id="P-DIAS-0001"/> rounds the Cape of
Good Hope.</line></text>
<citation ref="R-COATES-0001">Coates 2-3</citation>
<daterange><date arc="date" epoch="CE"
year="1488"/></daterange>
</event>
<event class="basic">
<text><line>A Portuguese fleet routs a tremendous
international Muslim fleet off the west coast of India near
Diu.</line>  <person id="P-ALMEIDA-0001"/> commands the
victorious side in one of the most important naval battles
in history.  The Portuguese celebrate their victory by
sailing southward down the Malabar coast, and pausing off
each Muslim settlement to cannon one or two limbs of their
Muslim prisoners into streets.</text>
<citation ref="R-COATES-0001">Coates 4</citation>
<daterange>
<date arc="date" year="1509"/>
</daterange>
</event>
<event class="role" mode="ascension" domain="China"
title="Emperor" person="P-CHIA-0001">
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<daterange>
<date arc="begin" year="1521"/>
<date arc="end" year="1567"/>
</daterange>
</event>
<event class="death" person="P-XAVIER-0001"
place="Sanchuang">
<daterange><date arc="date" epoch="CE"
year="1552"/></daterange>
</event>
</eventlist>
<glossary>
<entry id="P-DIAS-0001"><name>Bartolomeu Dias</name></entry>
<entry id="P-ALMEIDA-0001"><name>Francisco de
Almeida</name></entry>
<entry id="P-CHIA-0001"><name>Ch'ia Ching</name></entry>
<entry id="P-XAVIER-0001"><name>Francis
Xavier</name></entry>
</glossary>
<referencelist>
<reference id="R-COATES-0001">Coates, Austin. A Macao
narrative. Hong Kong: Heineman Educational Books,
1978.</reference>
<reference id="R-SANSOM-0001">Sansom, George. A history of
Japan 1334-1615. First Tuttle ed. Tokyo, Japan: Charles E.
Tuttle, 1963.</reference>
</referencelist>
</chronology>
